Teacher Key
for Law of April 6, 1830

Article 3: The government may choose the new empresarios for Texas

Article 4: The governor is allowed to take lands for forts in Texas

Article 6: Convict soldiers will build the new forts. They can stay in Texas later if they wish.

Article 7: Mexicans who want to move to Texas will be provided transportation and the best land.

Article 9: No Americans can come to Texas unless they have a passport issued by a new empresario.

Article 10: No more slaves will be allowed in Texas.

Article 11: Americans cannot live next to the United States. If they already are, they must move.

Article 12: No more trade with the United States.

Article 14: 500,000 pesos will be used to build the new forts

Article 18: The government will keep close tabs on people moving to Texas.